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In thi. document we outline a program. of Muon Scattering Physics at the Fermilab 

Tevatron which soee beyond that poelible with the currently iut&1led E665 apparatus. 



Introdudion 

The E665 experiment was proposed in 1980/81 [1] and recently completed its first 

period of data taking. At this stage it is appropriate to review the directions of the 

program which was always intended to cover many periods of data taking. 

In the first section below we summarise the data taken during the period and attempt 

to characterise the physici resultl which we hope to achieve with that data. 

We do not anticipate major upgrades before the next run. We describe, in the lecond 

section below, a program o(measurements which we expect to make in that running period. 

We then itemise briefty the (uture physici which il po.sible with the excellent muon 

beam and a modified apparatul. Thil is in (our partl, two of which involve moderate 

upgrades to the apparatus. At the present time both of these options appear very attractive 

to the collaboration and we intend to purlue both at thilltage. The timescale to implement 

each il IUch that testing o( apparatul towards the end o( the next run is a possibility. 

From our point o( view, it il very desirable that the PAC reacts to our plans so that 

more intense attemptl to organise iunding may be made. It Ihould be pointed out that 

as well as the two iunding agencies in the US, two in Germany will also be involved. 

Preliminary support has been obtained already but this, without some indication that 

approval il possible, is understandably modest. 
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nata Taken 1981/88 

Although some fraction of many detector components had been present for the 1985 

Beam Test, it was in 1981 that the detector was completely commissioned. First beam 

appeared in the New Muon lab in July 1981 and the muon beam was rapidly re-established. 

Preliminary detector tuning and calibration followed during July and lOme of August 

before the accent changed to a series of studies to establish a range of suitable triggers. 

This work was complete by mid-September and Data Taldng commenced on October 6, 

1981, with all detectors except the Ring Imaging Cerenkov counter (RICH) and the Wide 

Angle Proportional tubes fully operational. The latter detectors were fully working by 

November 1. For the RICH counter the operation was a learning experience with tuning 

going hand in hand with the data taking. The complete detector is shown in Fig. 1. 

The muon beam operated well; a tune of 500 Ge V muons was chosen: this is essentially 

the maximum energy tune available with 800 Ge V protons from the Tevatron. The eft'ective 

yield for this tune was 0.55 x 10-5p./proton. 

The triggers established along with their rates are itemised in Table I. The two primary 

physics triggers are the Large Angle Trigger (LAT) which is sensitive down to a muon 

scattering angle of 3-4 mr and the Small Angle Trigger(SAT) which is sensitive down to 

about 0.5 mr. The SAT select. a 12% fraction of the beam used for the LAT and projects 

the individual beam trajectory, as defined by the Beam Hodoscopes, to the rear of the 

apparatus. There the absence of an un-scattered muon generates the trigger. As operated, 

both the LAT and SAT contained dominantly non- target associated triggers; however, the 

rates were low enough that the eft'ective dead time did not exceed 15%. A summary of the 

data tai:en with differeat targets and at different beam enersies is siven in Table n. The 

kinematic reFou accepted by the Trigen are shown in Fig. 2. It i. worth mentioning 

that the data on both Hydrogen and at low energy on Deuterium were only possible as a 

result of the extenaiODI of the run to February 15, 1988. 

The Streamer Chamber has a longer associated dead time than the electronic readout, 

10 an additional coDitraint to the trigger was applied; thi. required a signal from the z 

planes of the PC proportional wire chambers which was consi.tent with at least one particle 

outside of a ±96 mm horizontal band. Monte Carlo studies indicate that this trigger is 
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close to 100% eftlcient for a hadroDic center of mass ener81 squared greater than 150 GeVl. 

A summazy of the Streamer Chamber data is given in Table Ill. The total measurement 

capacity in the group is 20K-30K pictures per year. It is intended that a selection of the 

interesting piciures will be made on the basis of the analysis of the spectrometer data. An 

initial possibility would be to select only the very highest hadronic energy data. 

As indicated in the tables, data were taken with Deuterium, Xenon and Hydrogen 

targets. The luminosity of the Deuterium data is respeciable, and it is hoped that con

siderable advances will be made in understanding the QCD struciure of the hadroDic final 

state. The data from the other two targets will permit us to make investigations of both 

A-dependent and Non-singlet phyma. Both are especially interesting in the new kinematic 

regimes aY&ilable with the Tevatron. In addition the low energy data is expected to yield 

interesting data at very low Q2 and to permit study offormation and fragmentation lengths 

in the tranaition rqion between SLAC and the higher energies. An E885 typical event is 

shown in Fil. 3. 



-------

Run Plan for the 1989 Run 

In several respects the data taken in 1987/8 is exploratory. Although the apparatus 

worked very well, the data, taken on the difFerent targets, were in rather long blocks, 

leaving them vulnerable to time dependent systematic dects. On the other hand the 

Streamer Chamber data set is rather large. 

We have therefore decided to focus the second run on achieving a well controlled set 

of data on targets with a range of A values in order to study in some detail the behaviour 

of both the Structure Functions and the hadron production as A is varied. The goal is 

to use the nuclear targets to provide intrinsic length scales for QeD phenomena, both for 

the static distributions in strudure functions, and static and dynamic dects in hadron 

production and hadronization. We are currently studying various pOisible target configu

rations which would minimise systematic deds in ratio measurements. The advantages 

of concurrent running with several targets separated along the beam direction is being 

contrasted with the teclmique of frequently interchanging targets. In any cue it is clear 

that the reference nucleus will be Deuterium. 

We are conscious of the pOisibility that Deuterium may itself be special. We therefore 

anticipate some running with a Hydrogen target. This running will then also be a logical 

next step in understanding the systematic errore associated with a fully thought out attack 

on 'the definitive structure function measurement'. As far as the hadron work is concerned, 

the RICH counter will be fully operational and the Tf'Ir1 interesting questions associated 

with the leadiq hadron production will be fully addressable. 

Apart from modifleaiion of the target con!pration, mOlt of the improvements will be 

in the trigeriq of the apparatus. 

i) A LAT trige:r based on target pointing with the proportional tubes at the rear of 

the apparatu will diseri.minate against scattering in the hadron absorber and the 

calorimeter. This would enrich the LAT data by a factor of about 4. 

ii) The SAT will be enhanced to give it IeD.litivity to about 70% of the beam which is 

used for the LAT. This is both an enrichment of the SAT data and an enhancement of 

deciive luminosity by a factor 6. 
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These impl'OTemeD.ts will permit some increase in the beam intensity. In addition we 

do not expect as long a tune up period as during the first run. We would therefore expect 

the run ( about 6 months) to :yield an effective integrated ft.ux of about (3 - 4) x 1012 

muons at 500 GeV. This dearly depends on the proton allocation to the experiment. We 

imagine that our request will exceed 6 x 1012 protons per pulse. Achievement of such an 

integrated muon ft.ux represents an increase of about a factor 4 over the 1987-88 run. 

The efFective muon luminosity will be higher if we spend some time at lower energies. 

This is probably necessary to ensure that we understand the influence of R = trIJt1'T on 

our structure function ratios. 500 GeV is the :m.a.nmum mean beam momentum practical 

with the Tevatron operating at 800 Ge V. If the operating energy of the Tevatron were 

increased we would increase our beam momentum proportionately. 

A short Streamer Chamber run may be desirable and this could be accommodated. 
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Future Program beyond the 1989 Run 

1. High Statistics Hadron Production, QCD and Fragmentation. 

a) Physics Motivation 

The motivatioDJI for study of hadron production by muon. at Tevatron energies are 

several, the relevant quark model diagram and the lowest order QCD corrections are illus

trated in Fig 4. 

i) The energies involved are high enough that the QCD structure of the interaction should 

be evident. The encqy il comparable with the energies at PETRA and PEP and 

furthermore the current direction il well defined by the measurement of the incident 

and Icattered muoDJI. 

ii) 	A direct comparilOn with e+e- interactioDJI, (both interactioDJI have a virtual photon), 

i. interesting beyond any illues of currently popular models. 

iii) 	Whereas e+e- interactioDJI are democratic, (allgeneratioDJI and flavours of quark con

tribute in proportion to the Iquare of the quark charge), the nature of the interaction 

in muon scatterins may be tuned by choosing the Z6; variable. This appUes in both 

the simple quark model and at the level of ilnt order QCD correctioDJI. At low Z6; the 

photon gluon fusion sraph Ihould dominate, at higher Z6; (Z6; > 0.1) the quark-gluon 

bremaatra.bluns graph dominates. Thi. should manifest itself in the hadrODJI. The 

interaction should therefore provide a feline laboratoq for the Itudy of the hadronic 

nature of the frapoentation of different partODJI. 

iV) 	 The backward (II/ < 0.0) region involves the fragmentation of the target remnants, 

thil may be a diquark Iy.tem or it may be a 'colored proton'. 

The earUest high eners7 e+e- data set. were of the order of several teD.! of thousands 

of events, that il also the level of statiltics obtained by the EMC experiment[2] using a 

Streamer Chamber, it is also the size of data .ei pOisible in a hro year analysis of the 

current Be6S Streamer Chamber data. These data setl are not lufBciently rich to permit 

extensive Itudy of the more particular element I of fragmentation. A good e:ample is 

Baryon-antibaryon production. Even with current e+e- data samples approaching 105 

event. the yield i. not high. 
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b) 	Modification to the Experiment, Time Projection Chamber. 

We propose to replace the Streamer Chamber with a Time Projection Chamber. The 

TPC would be situated in the Verlex magnet. Such a possibility was considered earlier[3] 

for muon experiments at CERN however recognition of the existence of E665, with higher 

energy, meant that that possibility was not pursued. In the context of E665 the approach 

was rejected on the basis of the then projected running schedule. 

c) Advantages of a TPC 

The advantases of this approach are: 

i) The dead time is reduced by a large factor as compared to the Streamer Chamber dead 

time of 200-500 millisecs. 

ii) 	An improvement in analysis time. Even allowing 1 year for the development of analysis 

code the analysis of a sample of many hundreds of thousands of events, within 18 

months of data taking, should be feasible. 

iii) 	The readout from both wires and pads in the TPC can give good particle identification 

as illustrated in Fig. 5. Such particle identmcation has previously never been possible 

in a deep inelastic lepton scattering experiment in the target fragmentation region. 

iv) 	The analysis of Streamer Chamber pictures involves large costs associated with man

power. The analysis of the TPC data involves none of these costs. 

d) Implications, Implementation of the TPC. 

A sketch of the propoeed Time Projection Chamber is shown in Fig. 6., Fig. 7. shows 

the propoeed larout of pads on the TPC end-plates. A view of a Monte Carlo generated 

event seen in the TPC is shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that currently it is thought 

to be neceuary to 'deaden' the beam region. The pattern of pads hit in a single event is 

illustrated in Fig. 9 along with the distribution of the number of significant hits per event. 

Halo tracks and noise hits are not included. 

A detailed proposal is in preparation and will be available within some weeks, a pre

liminary set of specifications is given in Table IV. There are several comments which may 

already be made. 
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i) 	The TPC aa a deiector is now well understood[4] and the successf'ul progress in con

struction of' TPC detectors f'or large collider envirolU1leDis haa resolved several ques

tions that remained open in 1983. There haa been a recent proposal,[5] f'or a TPC with 

a similar scale to that considered here which haa to operate in the high multiplicity 

conditions of' heavy ion collisions. 

ii) 	The MPI-Munchen laboratory haa considerable expertise having participated in the 

construction of'the Aleph TPC[8]. In general we f'eel that there is ample expertise to 

permit us to manufacture the field cage and detectors, including end-plates before final 

aaaemblyat Fermilab. 

iii) 	The choice of'detectors, MWPC's with anode wire and cathode pad readout is designed 

to provide excellent spatial resolution and adequate two-track separation. The latier 

is limited by both the operation of' the MWPC and by the electronics. 

iv) The total number of' electronic channels is about 8000 including wires and pads. Con

ventional electronics using Flaah ADCs implies a total system cost of' about '200 per 

channel. Modern semi-custom work suggests that the more releTaDt coat range may 

be '100 per channel. Given the small number of' channels, aa compared to 150,000 

f'or a typical LEP experiment TPC there are clear adTaDtages to using an existing 

implementation. 

v) The magnetic field of'the vertex magnet haa a certain degree of' non-'1ll1if'ormity because 

the mum yoke haa been minimised to provide aa wide aa possible angular acceptance 

£Or the aisting deiector. This would not be necessary f'or the TPC and there may be 

considerable advantases to having a more uDif'orm field. We may therefore propose to 

introduce a retum yoke on the downstream side of'the magnet similar to that currently 

in place on the up8tream side. The modular design of' the CVM would f'ac:ilitate this. 

vi) 	The timeecale for production of'the TPC is of'the order of' 2 years. Given the current 

schedule tm.. put. it beyond the ne:d run, however, ifapproval and funding are available 

b,. the Autumll of 1988 it i. pouible that a test of' the detector could be made in the 

Tevatron Muon beam at the end of' that run. 



e) Sl1mmN'1 

Taking into account the factors above, the collaboration is enthusiutic about both 

the physics and the feasibility of the detector. As mentioned earlier, a detailed proposal, 

including extensive COlt and manpower estimates, is in preparation. 
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2. Charged Current ud other High Luminosity Studies 

In Spring 1987, we submiUed a LeUer of Intent[7] to the PAC to aleri them to the 

£act that we were considering a program of measuremenil with a Target Calorimeter. A 

very similar program o£ Physia was discussed in the Worbhop on Cern SPS Fixed Target 

Physics[8]. 

a) Physia Motivation 

i) Weak Charsed Current Phyaia 

The primary motivation for a high luminosity calorimeter target is that it permiil 

studies of the Weak Charged Current interaction. The helldty o£ the inddent lepton, the 

muon, is known in the polarised mode of the Tevatron Muon Beam[9]. This meana that 

the muon polarisation can be chosen 80 that the normal c:harged cummt interaction is 

forbidden ud there is a ee:neitivity to the existence o£ a higher D1UI ript huded weak 

boson. Ii appean that a ee:neitivity to the Right Huded Boson exchanse £Or boson masses 

up to 400-600 Ge V is achievable. 

This is comparable with the most retpected low eneqr searches[lOJ. These measure

menil are nec:easarily rettricted in the other paramete:n of the interaction. In muon decay 

experiments this rettric:iion is often expretsed as u upper limit on the mass of the asso

ciated ript-hau.ded neutrino to which the experiment is ee:neitiTe. 

The measurement is also propoeed[ll] for HERA, auumiDg that polarisation of the 

eleetrou in that machine is achieTed. 

AD impori&Di lJ8iematic error is contributed by the uncertainty in the polarisation o£ 

the muou. Howner it ill not the polarilation of the individual muons which il imporiut 

but that of the eDllelD.ble. The I,..tematic error on that quutity il 0.02. 

ii) Other Hip LuminoGty Physici. 

The excellent calorimeter ud muon detection neceu&l'1 to perform the Charged Cur

reDt measuremeotl implies that a whole program o£ hip luminoGty multi-muon measure

ments il possible. These include .,.+.,.- production, JI" production, Upsilon production 

ud multi-muon production that indicates heavy quark production. The lumiDCMlity is such 
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that, in a typical run, there should be a yield of about 1000 events in which both B and 11 
hadrone decaysemi-Ieptonica1ly to muons and both muone are detected. This would give 

an initial handle on the mixing. 

b) Modification to the experiment, Calorimeter Target. 

The key to detection of the Charged Current Interaction, which is a prerequisite if one 

wants to learn anything about the possibility of right-handed currents, is the detection and 

meaaurement of the total hadronic vector event by event. Using the incident muon vector 

along with the hadron vector gives a prediction of the direction and momentum. of the 

outgoing lepton, muon or neutrino. If there is a muon it will be detected &I predicted, if it 

is a neutrino it will be absent. Previous calorimeter targets UIed in muon scaUering[12,13] 

have achieved good hadronic enerl7 resolution but have not addreued. the question of 

hadron direction. We propotae to use an 8 m. long Uranium Scintillator calorimeter which 

could have a fiducial mus of about 5000 gm_cm-J • 

c) Implementation of the Calorimeter Target 

Our current desip[7] is illustrated in Fig. 10. It is modular in design, a single module 

is about 80 mm in the beam direction and 400 mm :z: 400 mm traneverse to the beam. 

The individual sheets of Uranium are 3 mm but this is not yet hed.The scintillation light 

generated in each module is read out on each side of the module and the diJferential of the 

light output determines the traneverle polition of the centroid of the hadron shower. A 

series of these measurements then determines the hadromc angle. A sketch of the muon 

scattering kinematica with the hadlomc pare.meters .uperimpoeed is shown in Fig. 11. 

Studies with Monte Carlo calculatione of hadron showers, and e:z:periment. with test scin

tillaton and waveleqth shifters sugest that the resolution in angle can be (25 mrad/-IE) 

and the resolution in enersr (40"Iv'E). 
The Erron in the QJ -II plane &lsociated with an angle resolution of 2 mrad. are shown 

in Fis. 11. It is dear that thi. limits the range of kineJDatica for which the charged current 

can be detected in a background ofmisidentified neutral cummt ( photon e:z:change) events. 

While there are indicatione that the calorimeter &I sketched here and &I described in Ref 

[7] is adequate, other schemes involving scintillating fibre readout are also under study. 
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d) Timeecalee for Construction of Calorimeter Target 

There have been eDensive calorimeter design studies in recent years particularly with 

respect to current collider experiments and with respect to SSC possibilities. The field is 

considerably better understood than 4 years ago. The preeent design and cost estimate 

envisages using depleted Uranium plates, but other high density, high Z materials such &I 

Tungsten can be used. We are closely momtoriDl the test results ofother calorimeters, and 

in particular a calorimeter designed by ORNL for a CERN experiment, which haa a similar 

readout from. both ends of a scintillator using wavelength shifting bars. Preliminary results 

of a year ago tend to confirm the calculations, both of the energy resolution and of the 

direction of energy flow. This group performed a teet with 200 Ge V protons in February 

1988, and the results from the run should be aY&ilable by the end of March. 

We feel that we can finalise a design during the neD 8 months and proceed with 

construction over a period of 1 year to 18 months from then. A limited number of modules 

would be aY&ilable during the neD 1989 Fixed. Target run and their operation in the muon 

beam can be tested with the modules initially sitting behind the E885 apparatus. If these 

are successful, further teets of a few days duration upstream of the CVM, appronmately 

in the final target position, could be contemplated. 

e) Summary 

In S11mmary there appear to be no fundamental problems which prevent construction 

of the Target Calorimeter which would open a field of measurements which have not been 

performed. before, have a sensitivity to phyeics beyond the standard model and which are 

competitive with the meuurem.enis envisaged, for a few years hence, at HERA. 



3. High Precision Structure Function Measurements 

Measurements of the Structure Functions of the Nucleon, particularly from the de

ment&l'1 target, the proton, have provided the most precise determination of the cut-off' 

parameter, AQCD, of the strong interaction. The previoUl!y obtained accuracy has been 

typically a few percent[14]. Provided that su:fBcient luminosity can be obtained, which 

implies targets of 6 metres or longer, the determination is dominated by systematic ef

fects. Some of these are associated with radiative corrections, lOme with the influence of 

R=trr./tIT, lOme with the knowledge of the incident and scatiered muon energies, lOme 

with the reconstruction efficiency and some with the beam counting. 

As mentioned above,the advertised precision of the FI measurements is a few percent 

however the current status[15] is that there is a discrepancy of up to 25% between two of 

these measurements. We expect that with the data obtained in the past and next runs we 

will be able to make some statement about this discrepancy. On the other hand .we do not 

feel that a meuurement which does not take special measures to address the determination 

of FI at betier than 1% systematic accuracy will contribute to the determination of A. We 

therefore plan, duril18 the next run, to study and steadily reduce the systematic error in 

our measurements of croes-section with the intention of reachiDg this 1 % level of precision. 

We therefore deler a Ions target and a direct atiack on this interestil18 subject while 

recopisil18 that if the understandins, of the current data does not improft over the next 

two 1ean, such an atiack becomes almost imperathe. 

4. Polarised Structure Functions 

Finally we mention the subject of the Polarised Structure Functions. These have 

been receIlU, J'.IIeU1IJ'ed[16} using the muon beam at Cern with a 1 metre long double 

polarised. tupt. The reeults &re extremely interestiq since they &re, at ftnt glance, 

contr&l'1 to expectations. The results susgest, either that there should be sipi:llcant non

zero polarisation effects in scatiering from the Neutron,or ( and??) that the polarisation of 

a nucleon does not reside on the quarb. At this st. we do not include such meuurements 

in our program because there &re already two initiatives[17] in progress to address these 

iuues. One uses an internal target in the electron ring at HERA and the other uses the 

muon beam at CERN. Both these initiatives involft members of our collaboration. 
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Conclusion, Request to the P.A.C 

In conclusion we ask the PAC to consider the program as outlined above and to react to 

the Physics of the measurements, especially those with the TPC and with the Calorimeter 

Tarset. We will request approval in Autumn 1988 for runniD.g in the two data taking 

periods after the 1989 run. The urgency is driven by the timescales for funding and 

construction. We are working on det&iJ.ed proposals and will be happy to respond to any 

questioD.l the PAC may have. The programs as outlined above are clearly rather full of 

physics and would stretch the resources of the collaboration as currently cOD.ltituted. On 

the other hand we are not a closed collaboration and we feel that the physics issues are of 

such interest that we can attract further participation. There are already lOme preliminary 

indicatioD.l in this direction. 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. E66S Apparatus Layout. 

Fig. 2. Kinematic Regions accepted by the LAT and SAT triggers. 

Fig. 3. An E66S Event. 

Fig. 4. Graphs of Hadron Production by Muons. 

Fig. S. Energy Loas as measured by the Berkeley TPC. 

Fig. 6. Sketch of the proposed TPC. 

Fig 7. Layout of Cathode Pad Rows on the TPC end- plates. 

Fig. 8. Monte Carlo event as seen in the TPC. 

Fig. 9a. Pattern of pads hit by a single event. 

Fig. 9b. Number of pad hits per event. 

Fig. 10. Layout of proposed Target Calorimeter. 

Fig. 11. Muon Scattering kinematic with hadronic parameters superimposed. 
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Table I 

E66S TRIGGER RATES 1987/88 

LAT Rate per SAT Rate per 
inc. Beam Muon inc. SAT Beam Muon 

Deuterium ( 1.5-2.3)*10**-5 ( 0.8-1.0)*10**-4 
500 GeV 

Xenon (3.2-4.1)*10**-5 ( 1.7-2.1)*10**-4 
500 GeV 

Hydrogen ( 1.3-1.9)*10**-5 (1.3-1.7)*10**-4 
500 GeV 

Deuterium ( 1.1-1.2)*10**-4 ( 1.3-1.7)*10**-4 
100 GeV 

Xenon (1.1 ..1.2)*10**-4 (4.1-4.8)*10**-4 

100 GeV 




Table II 

1987·88 Run Statistics 

soo GEV MUONS 

TABGET IAfES MUQNS IRIGGEBS EVE~IS 

°2 1100 2.5 X 1011 7.5 X 106 LAT 7.5 X 105 

5.0 X 106 SAT 5.0 X 105 

Xe 650 1.5 x 1011 4.5 x 106 2.3 x 105 

4.0 x 106 2.0 x 105 

H2 690 1.5 x 1011 3.2 x 106 2.3 x 105 

3.3 x 106 1.7x 105 

SUM 2440 5.5 X 1011 1.5 X 107 1.2 X 106 

1.2 X 107 0.9 X 106 

100 GEV MUONS 

TA8GET TAfES MUQNS 	 TRIGGERS E~E~TS 

Xe 440 3.5 x 1010 3.5 x 106 5.6 x 104 

1.4 x 106 3.5 x 104 

°2 340 2.6 x 1010 2.6 x 106 8.3 x 104 

1.2 x 106 6.0 x 104 

SUM 780 6.1 x 1010 6.1 x 106 1.4 x 105 

2.6 x 106 .95 x 105 

71®:WM~ ~ it.© ~ '(l ©'il'tl 	 ~.'lI iA "l© 'lI.4l iA "l©® 

"l.~ iA "l©?f '(l.<~ ~ "l©® 



Table III 

STREAMER CHAMBER DATA 1987/88 

PICTURES PICTURES 
with INTERACTION 

Deuterium 
500 GeV 

Xenon 
500 GeV 

Hydrogen 
500 GeV 

210,000 73,000 

156,000 55,000 

127,000 25,000 

Deuterium 16,000 5,000 
100 GeV 

Xenon 44,000 17,000 
100 GeV 



Table IV 

Main Vertex TPC Parameters 

- height 2 x 300 mm 

- length 1550 mm 

width 600/1450 mm conically shaped with 42.5° acceptance in the bending plane 

- target 1500 mm long, 70 mm· inserted in the TPC 

- TPC field cage -6kV with beam pipe of 100 mm· 

- sense wire spacing 4 rom 

- 21 pad rO\·/s with 8 x 8 mm l pads (5 x 8 mm' near the beam) 

- row distance varying from 100 mm to 40 mm 

- pressure 1 atm, gas mixture 80% Argon, 20% methane 

gate wire plane in front of the grid wire plane to avoid production of ions if no 

trigger takes place 

- resolution: in y '" 250 "", in z '" 1 mm (with 2 to 5 cm drift per )Jsec and with 

a 60 nsec clock readout), in x defined by 4 mm sense wire pitch 

- readout time'" 15 ilsec 

- z coordinate loss near the end plates'" 10 mm if the trigger is formed in 500 nsec 

- two track separation 2 x 2 cm' 

Ap/pJ '" 0.5% proportional to a /BLJ~ with L = track length and N = number 
y 

of pad crossings 
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